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Takeover Challenge

On 19th November 2016, three Year 12s and five
Year 11s took part in The Takeover Challenge which
was held in The Brent Civic Centre. The day started
with us all writing down what we wanted to learn by the end of the day –
and by the end all our questions were answered!
We all contributed on what we thought were good skills for a council
member to have and we soon realised that being a council member
requires a lot more than what we had originally perceived; being perceptive
as well as analytical, but also being able to sympathise with members of
the community – being a council member is hard work!
In the second half of the day, we were split up into groups to give our
opinions on different aspects in our community and contribute ways in
which we could tackle them. The different aspects were: Regeneration,
Youth Clubs and School Effectiveness. The year 12s all chose to focus on
School Effectiveness where we came up with ways to make the school
environment better for the students. We came up with a few ideas: mentors
to guide students, praise instead of punishment, and having better
communication with parents.

The Claremont Year 10 team qualified for the Brent basketball semi
finals for the first time in their history after an astounding 43-21
victory over last year's runners up Queens Park. This followed
victories against St Gregs and Capital City and the Claremont team
are confident about reaching the cup final this year. Mr Amblin

During lunch, there was an open panel where we could ask the council
members what we wanted to know – it was here where we met lead council
member Muhammed Butt, who also answered our questions. We also got
the amazing opportunity to meet the mayor of Brent and got our pictures
taken with him – unfortunately The Takeover Challenge website has not yet
uploaded the pictures so we could not provide them.

Dear Parents, Families and Carers,

After lunch, we went back into our groups to prepare a presentation on our
chosen issue. We mixed with students from all over Brent, so we learnt
about the various issues within different schools from a student’s point of
view; because of this we were all able to engage with the task at hand.
Each group presented their ideas in front of Councillor Muhammed Butt and
he took it all in account – appreciating our input.
As the younger generation, we really understood the impact we made in
our council and what we could do in the future to further improve the life of
students within the Brent borough.
We would like to thank Ms Pavlopoulos for organising this event for us and
Brent Council for hosting us.
Camellia Mohammad-Khani 6.3

This term’s Clarion is a great reflection of the extensive variety of
curriculum extension and enrichment activities that we have on
offer here at Claremont. Coupled with this is that for the past 14
weeks Claremont pupils have also been receiving excellent
teaching. I know this because I hear them talking with
enthusiasm about their learning, I see them in lessons fully
engaged in what they are doing and I can actually see the great
progress they are making on our assessment system,
Go4Schools. If you haven’t logged on yet then I strongly urge you
to do so.
As I write this, our Year 11 and 13 pupils are completing their
mock exanimations. It is an intense week for them, giving
excellent preparation for what to expect in the summer
examinations. We will be following this up with assemblies,
progress discussions and results opening events in January.
The students are engaged and determined to make the most of
this experience to prepare them thoroughly for the future.
Please have a wonderfully celebratory and energising Christmas
and winter break and take time to reflect on the part that each of
you has played in making Claremont the amazing place it is.
Without your support, encouragement and ambition it simply
wouldn’t be the same.
Enjoy this edition of the Clarion and watch out for the regular
publications of the Clarionette.

F.T. Molloy, Headteacher

'Model UN'
We had to use our debating and teamwork skills to argue for our
designated country- and we got an understanding of what UN debate
was like. After the first session we had a break and got a tour of the
large campus and its facilities - which included a large library,
swimming pool area, recreation and a rock climbing area.
For the second part of the day, we each had to defend a different
chosen country to fight the agenda:

Andrei Hrib; Umar Raja; Chunekshi Wimalasuriya; Mohammaed
Yusef; Redwanpasha Kahir; Rifah Parker; Virdhwa Fawad; Tiwanna
Simon and Benedict Azure were all invited to take part in a program
called 'Model UN' at the Hertfordshire University. This program
included us using our knowledge to represent different countries to
face the issue provided. After being shown around the university by
the staff, we were put into groups and given tasks as well as being
allocated countries to argue on behalf of our chosen country. In the
first half, we had to fight the agenda:
'Donald Trump has won the election and wants to build a wall
separating Mexico and USA; and demanding that Mexico pay a total
of $6 billion to build it. Moreover, he would like to put nuclear
warheads in the Mediterranean Sea as a deterrent if Russia continue
taking part in the Syrian war.'

'A deadly virus has been created and is spreading out through
Germany and is likely to target surrounding countries. Many animals
and humans are dying due to this virus. You must decide what is the
most effect way to prevent the virus spreading out through Europe and
potentially taking more lives.'
We continued to use debating skills and had to go around to other
teams and debate our views by our country. Near to the end of the day
awards were given out and Benedict Azure won Delegate of the day
and was awarded a trophy and Amazon gift cards. We had a
thoroughly educational and fun day and gained knowledge of life in a
courtroom.'
Mr Reilly very kindly organised the event and drove us to the
Herefordshire University.

STUDENTS RETURN TO SCHOOL NORMAL TIME
WEDNESDAY 4TH JANUARY 2017

Inter College Sport Competition

The Claremont Staff have also been getting into the Inter College spirit by taking part in a netball
competition. Lots of staff took part but it was the Scarlet team who came out victorious!

Year 13 Trip to Middlesex University
By Shivani Trivedi 6.6, Rebecca Innis 6.12, Anastasia Khatri 6.2 and Edvards Grunte 6.4
On Friday 18th November, as part of our A2 Biology course, thirty-three Year 13 Biologists visited the University of Middlesex to complete our
core practical on gel electrophoresis.
Through completing our practical work using state-of-the-art equipment we were able to witness at first hand a complex technique that is often
used in forensics. We really enjoyed using the micropipettes and being informed of what gel electrophoresis is used for. It gave us an insight into
working in the field of DNA analysis and we wore lab coats like real Scientists!
We would like to thank Dr Dirk Wildeboer and his colleagues at Middlesex University for giving us the opportunity to work in the brand new lab,
and for taking time to personally assist us. Also thank you to Mr Bakali and Ms E McGuinness for coming with us on the trip.

6th FORM BASKETBALL
After a victory against JFS in their
first game of the season the team
travelled to Capital City Academy, a
place where they had never won
before. The boys started slowly and
found themselves 10-0 down in the
first quarter. The introduction of
Brooks and Benji Stewart in the
second quarter saw a major
transformation in the team and at half
time Claremont were leading! Points
by Obinna, Ben Pilgrim and Louis in
the third quarter saw Claremont
extend their lead. Tayshon, Redwan,
Keano and Ben Johnstone were
keeping excellent possession and
putting immense pressure on their
opponents but Capital City fought
back. At full time the scores were
level on 32-32 and the game went
into overtime. Claremont played with
all their reserve strength and 2
winning baskets were scored by the
team to complete a famous 38-34
victory! S. AMBLIN

Sharing at Christmas
Claremont students collected food to donate
to St Laurence's Larder, a Brent-based soup
kitchen, over the last few weeks of term. St
Laurence's Larder provides freshly cooked
hot meals for people who are homeless in
Brent, and is generously supported by all the
major faith groups in the borough. We are
proud to do our bit and to help those less
fortunate than ourselves.
Ms Morris

Claremont High School Academy
renames hall after a retired member of staff
On Monday 28th November students, staff, Governors and guests gathered at Claremont High School in Kenton to celebrate the
contribution of Keith Stacey, their retired school Business and Finance Manager, by renaming the Arts Hall after him.
The newly named ‘Keith Stacey Arts Hall’ was one in a series of building projects undertaken over a twelve-year period under Keith’s
management. These new buildings replaced temporary structures which had outlived their lifespan. Keith Stacey’s involvement with
Claremont High School began in 1983 when he worked voluntarily for the PTA. Later he was elected Chair of Governors and then ultimately
appointed Business and Finance Manager, a position he held until retirement in 2003.
Keith said: “It’s a great honour to have the Arts Hall named after me and something I will remember forever. An awful lot of teamwork went
into planning the building works. Also, one of the great features of this school has been the amazing drama put on over the years, I’ve seen
performing arts completely change the lives of students here.”
Seven students, known as Drama and Performing Arts Ambassadors, danced to a song from the musical ‘Hairspray’ and performed a short
play to mark the occasion and provide entertainment.
After unveiling a plaque, bearing the new name of the hall, Headteacher Terry Molloy said: “Keith has helped make this school great, I am
really proud we can recognize his wide contribution to the school. To have someone as wise and as caring as Keith was invaluable, he was
always willing to listen and advise. Our school facilities for staff and pupils are crucial for getting really good outcomes and we’ve used
Keith’s building experience as a springboard to do further works.”
“We started to realise that the history of the school was disappearing with staff as they left, so we introduced a system of naming buildings
after previous Headteachers but, in this case, the Arts Hall always had Keith’s name all over it.”
Keith’s daughter, Joanne Stacey, and his three grandchildren also attended the naming celebration. His family moved to Alperton from
Africa in the early 1980s. Keith is currently receiving treatment for lymphoma which he describes as ‘mild’, and he plans to continue
enjoying his retirement by closely following sport and current affairs.

Keith Stacey (left of plaque), Headteacher Terry Molloy (right of plaque) with the Drama and Performing Arts ambassadors (students)
from Claremont High School Academy.

Claremont pupils learn self-defence skills
On Thursday 10th November Claremont pupils were given the opportunity to take part in a free martial arts taster session, which was kindly
offered by Chandresh Lad of Harrow Choi Kwang Do (Harrow CKD). The club is based at Claremont and run sessions on Thursday evenings
in the Sports Hall. The pupils that participated have also been given the chance to claim one month’s free training with the club, many of whom
will be making the most of this fantastic opportunity. Many thanks to Harrow CKD for giving our pupils this wonderful opportunity.

More information can be found at www.harrowckd.com

Claremont pupils practicing some self-defence

Pupils enjoying a pose post-session

Emad Shafique 7.2, Hadiya Kaneemi 7.3, Siyethma Wimalasuriya 7.3, Archi Chandigara 7.6, Eduard Kalanyos 7.7, Ghanshyam Bhudia 7.8, Andre Ilie 8.3,
Raluka Girba 8.3, Keya Madhani 8.5, Christopher Francis 8.5, Ali Abadallah 8.7, Claudiu Sorodoc 9.1, Jayden Cameron 9.1, Aryan Qureshi 9.5,
Arabella Parmar 9.9.

Claremont remembers
Year 8 students took time out of the classroom where they
are reading 'Boy in the striped pyjamas' to view a Holocaust
exhibition in The Street, on loan from the University of
Southampton, showing life for Jewish people in Germany
before the Nazis.
Emilija of 8.2 said “the 'exhibition made me feel
disappointed in humans.” Selina of 8.1 expressed similar
strong sentiments: 'The pictures here are heart-breaking.
They show the horror and pain the Jews went through.'
Other students commented on the value of exploring the past
as 'people are still doing terrible things today.'

Auschwitz trip inspires Claremont History
pupils to teach others about the Holocaust after their
trip to Poland. Zoyah said ‘there is a powerful message
which we feel compelled to share. They attended
seminars and listened to testimonies of survivors.
Despite all the horrors and indecency there were
people who portrayed actions of love and courage and
are often forgotten or never mentioned. Sabina and
Zoyah want to use their experiences to become
ambassadors for the Holocaust Educational Trust.

The exhibition was opened up to other years too, and was
a valuable part of our shared commitment to respect people
who may be different from ourselves.
Ms Smith

the Christmas concert

Sabina
Lichacz and
Zoyah Dar
with History
Teacher Ms
McGuiness

during
Claremont’s
trip to
Auschwitz

On December 2nd the Music Department organised a concert during the day for the whole of Year 7, teachers and Year 9
music students. The concert consisted of ensembles that were run by members of staff, and groups or soloists who had formed and directed
themselves to produce fantastic performances. These performers included: The Laces, ‘Once a week won’t kill you’; and soloists Thomas
Sewell, Viviana Chetraru, Aanya Pires, and Ilze Ojere accompanied on the piano by Suraya Islam. The Concert was a success helped by a
few comedic interludes by Mr Rudd. The concert was performed twice, one for each half of Year 7.
The Guitar Ensemble (lead by Mr Aston) played a medley of some popular Christmas pieces, and the brass ensemble gave the very first
performance of their own “Christmas Medley”, both of which the audience thoroughly enjoyed.
The show ended with a marvellous performance by the ‘Wonderbrass’, which included: Oliver Cook, Ala Tchorz, William Connor, Hafsa
Jalisi, Hanna Jalisi, Parth Malde, Suraya Islam, Aneesa Shafique, Mr Wood and Mr Rudd. Overall this was another amazing show put on by
the Claremont students, well done to them all and we are all looking forward to the next one!
William Connor 9.4

The Drama Challenge: Plays in 7 Days
Friday 16th September saw the conclusion of the
Drama Challenge 'Plays in 7 days'.
Over 50 students from across the school (Years 711) competed in the competition, which saw them
create a 3 minute play or monologue from a given
stimulus. Students were busy rehearsing throughout
the seven day period and the results of their hard
work were lots creative, confident and often thought
provoking pieces of drama. The plays were
performed to a full audience who were thoroughly
entertained.

After some deliberation the winners were
finally announced...
KS3 Winners:
An Unsurprising
Revelation
Faisal 9.4, Victoria 9.2,
Kaylie 9.4, William 9.4,
Ayn 8.3
A story of a boy’s
refusal to study
because he was too
consumed by social
media.

KS4 Winners:
The Dark Side of the Internet Kaysianna 10.8, Nia 10.7,
Jane 10.4 A story of young people’s obsession with the
internet, impacting what is really important in life.

There were also special commendations awarded for confidence, performance skill and creativity
Special Commendation Winners: Naavyen 7.5, Devarshi 7.5, Jaden 9.1, Yvonee 10.4

There is now a display board
showcasing the event in the
Main Hall corridor.
More Exciting opportunities
coming soon
My group decided to take part in the ‘Plays in 4 days’ competition
because we love all part of Performing Arts, especially drama and
dance. It was really fun because we got to analyse a piece of
poetry and use it as a stimulus. It was also great because we
could learn different skills from each other. However, it was
challenging to find time to rehearsal and create ways to clearly
convey the message of our piece. Overall we did really well and
WE WON THE COMPETITION!
Victoria Gregorczyk, 9.2

What do you call a line of men waiting for a haircut?
A BARBERQUEUE
What do you give a dog for Christmas
A MOBILE BONE

I found the competition a great learning curve for me and I believe it
was for my fellow group members also. We had to incorporate our
drama, organisation, leadership, communication and writing skills. I
took the role of the group leader as I wrote the script. My group
members were very co-operative but also could offer good and
innovative ideas for how we were going to present the performance.
In the end we gave a good performance due to our hard work
commitment and teamwork and ended up winning our segment of the
competition. William Connor, 9.4

Numeracy – Year 7

“So far this half term Year 7s have been doing Bronze, Silver or
Gold Numeracy tests during Tutorial. The tests have ranged from
knowing their timetables to area and perimeter of 2D shapes. So far
we have had 244 pass the Bronze Exam, 178 pass the Silver exam
and 2 pass the Gold exam. Well done to Ibrahim Asaad and Mehreen Syed both from 7.3 who passed the Gold exam which included topics
of finding the volume of all 3D shapes without a calculator. We will continue after the Christmas Holidays and will hopefully have more Gold
Certificate Winners.”
MR. RETTER

Drama and Performing Arts Ambassadors
This term we recruited our first Drama and Performing Arts Ambassadors. After an application and audition process, over 30
students from across the whole school were given the opportunity to be representatives for Drama and Performing Arts at
Claremont. The students will promote, encourage and take part in extracurricular activities and whole school events throughout
the academic year. Some of the ambassadors have already been hard at work performing at the opening of the Keith Stacey Arts
Hall and preparing to launch the Drama and Poetry festival next half term. We look forward to working with this talented and
ambitious group of students.

NEW SCIENCE LAB
The science classroom S02 has been transformed over half-term
into a modern, flexible science laboratory. The fixed benches and
pods have been replaced with a flexible layout which allows for
more freedom when designing learning activities for the
students. The room has had very positive feedback from the
students, who say it is a much brighter and a more productive
environment to work in. This is the fourth new lab that the science
department have been granted in recent years, as part of the
schools continuing commitment to give our science exam groups
the best possible facilities to work in.

Inter College Christmas Tree Competition
Before

Representatives from Year 7 forms decorated our college Christmas trees
this week with snowflakes made by Year 9s on Deep Learning Day in Art and
Design. Our judges Ms Blazey, Ms Gray, Ms Panchal and Mr Nolan agreed
that it was a tough choice but they placed the trees in the following order.

1st – Emerald 2nd – Gold

3rd – Sapphire

4th – Scarlet

Thanks to all those taking part and Merry Christmas. Ms Green & Ms Patel

DEEP LEARNING DAY
th

On 5 December each year group was involved in a different Deep Learning Day activity.
The images and quotes are a reflection of the positive experiences that students had.
Year 7 – Science Museum

‘We went to the Science Museum and watched a 3d film at the IMAX about things that are too small or too fast
for humans to see. We got to wear 3D glasses and the sound and images were amazing; ‘It was my first Deep Learning Day and I thought it was
awesome. I thought it was really cool being able to see what head lice look like and I had to cover my eyes when they showed ladybird’s hatching
because it was surprisingly scary!’ ‘We also walked through the galleries and saw an interactive globe which showed different time zones as well as a
section which showed us how much we now rely on electricity.’
Year 8 – Esperanto (MfL) and Making a new State (Humanities) ‘It was really fun to learn new words, especially for animals
like Leo (Lion) and Tigro (Tiger)’. ‘I really enjoyed creating a flag as I never knew that colours represented things like power and strength.’ ‘It was
really fun hearing about everyone’s new state to merge different groups ideas together to make the very best state.’
Year 9 – Christmas (Drama and Art & Design) and PE ‘We really enjoyed making freeze frames about Christmas. Even though
we didn’t win it was still really fun.’ ‘We really enjoyed how competitive the whole day was. Even making paper snowflakes was something everyone
seriously competed about!’ ‘We won every game in PE and it was so fun to play in our colleges. I think we will improve in our inter-college competitions
in the future as we have had this opportunity to practice.’
Year 10 – Maths and Business ‘Problem solving was difficult but it’s definitely going to help me in my lessons’ ‘We had to pitch a product
and explain how we would sell it. Our product was to combat bullying and we were able to present our ideas to the whole class.’
Year 11 – English speaking exams ‘I really enjoyed having a whole day dedicated to this as I was able to really learn from my peers’
‘The opportunity to receive peer feedback was brilliant and I now see many of my class mates in a different light as I’ve learnt so much about what
matters to all of them.’ ‘I learnt loads of new and interesting things, from how the mind works to having a better understanding of current affairs.’

Ms S. Patel

Claremont as a National Support School
Claremont was designated as a National Support School (NSS) in 2013. This means that Claremont provides support to schools that are in challenging
circumstances, with our staff visiting such schools and providing high quality support to those who need it most. During the last six months a number
of our leaders have worked with other schools to improve their outcomes for pupils. A flavour of some of this work is outlined below:
 Working with headteachers in East Sussex to improve outcomes for disadvantaged pupils
 Working with a local primary school to improve outcomes for SEND pupils and improving leadership at all levels
 Supporting a free school in South London with Initial Teacher Training
 Leading the Brent Schools partnership in their English hub work
 Delivering sessions for the nationally accredited Senior Leader and Middle Leader programmes for local schools
 Supporting local secondary schools in their collation and use of assessment data
 Assessors for World Class School status
 Supporting two local secondary free schools
 Our headteacher mentors aspiring London headteachers and provides coaching to assist development
Working with other schools, not only benefits the individual school in question but allows Claremont staff to consider ideas from a different perspective
and collect useful ideas that are regularly utilized at Claremont.
Ms Boughey

